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Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

CapsuleTreasure

Video Slot

87.06%, 94.08%, 96.07%

Medium

15625 Ways

5,291 x bet

37.22%

€0.20

€20.00

Features

- Cascading Feature
- Thor’s Strike Feature
- Capsule Treasure
- Scatter
- Wild

Game Info

Embark on an exhilarating journey through the mythical realm of Capsule Treasure Thor's Strike! This riveting video 
slot game, brought to you by Samurai Studio, part of the SwinttStudios series, will transport you to the heart of 
Norse mythology, where gods and legends collide.

Prepare to be captivated by the immersive world of Capsule Treasure Thor's Strike, as the reels come alive with 
symbols representing the iconic elements of Norse folklore, you'll feel the power of Thor's Hammer, and come 
face-to-face with the enigmatic Loki's Snake. 

Hold on tight as the Cascading Feature takes centre stage! With every winning combination, the symbols involved 
vanish into thin air, making way for new symbols to cascade down from above. But the true pinnacle is the Capsule 
Treasure feature. Your quest to unlock its secrets by collecting three or more Capsule Treasure symbols, this 
captivating bonus round, you'll unearth six different types of Capsule Toys, each holding a unique multiplier value, 
where you can land a single capsule that can skyrocket your bet by up to an astonishing x1000! 

The adventure awaits, so step into the realm of Capsule Treasure Thor's Strike and let the journey begin!

Capsule Treasure Thor’s Strike

Capsule Treasure:

If 3 or more Capsule Treasure symbols are collected, the Capsule Treasure will be triggered. There are 6 different 
types of Capsule Toys, prizes starting from x2 up until x1000 the Total Bet will be won. The result of the dispensed 
Capsule Toy depends on which Rank the player is currently at, and the ranking increases every time a multicoloured 
Capsule Toy is collected.

   -   Red Capsule Toy: Prizes between x2 and x9 the Total Bet will be won.
   -   Grey Capsule Toy: Prizes between x10 and x45 the Total Bet will be won.
   -   Gold Capsule Toy: Prizes between x50 and x90 the Total Bet will be won.
   -   Diamond Capsule Toy: Prizes between x100 and x1000 the Total Bet will be won.
   -   Green Capsule Toy: 3,5,7 or 10 Capsule Treasure retriggers will be won.
   -   Multicoloured Capsule Toy: Current Rank will increase by 1. The Rank could go up to 4 at maximum.

Thor’s Strike Feature:

The Thor’s Strike Feature may occur after a Mjolnir Symbol lands on the reel. After this is triggered, the low value 
symbols will be removed from the reels and only higher value symbols will be added from the top to fill up the empty 
spaces after the completion of the feature.

Cascading Feature:

Cascading Feature will be triggered when there are winning combinations on the reels. All winning combinations are 
removed from the reel, and new symbols are added from the top to fill up the empty spaces after the completion of 
the feature. If an additional winning combination is created afterwards, this flow will be repeated.
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